New General Service List 1,001-1,050
1001. possibility

n
v

a chance that something may happen or be true
to look at closely and carefully in order to learn more about it or to find
1002. examine
problems
1003. legal
adj of or relating to the law; required by the law
1004. recommend
v to say that someone or something is good and deserves to be chosen
n a high-level educational school where academic research is done
1005. university
n the words of something printed or written
1006. text
n the course or path on which something is moving or pointing
1007. direction
n something that is your job or duty to do or deal with
1008. responsibility
n an informal talk involving two people or a small group of people
1009. conversation
n a thin book published every week or month, that has shiny, colorful
1010. magazine
pages with articles and pictures
adv with no difficulty
1011. easily
n most liked
1012. favorite
1013. rock
v to move someone or something back and forth or from side to side
adj not controlled or ruled by anyone else
1014. independent
adj extra to what already exists
1015. additional
n a person who does business for another person; a person who acts on
1016. agent
behalf of another
1017. complex
adj difficult; not easy to understand or explain
adj right or suited for some situation or purpose
1018. appropriate
1019. invite
v to ask someone to go somewhere or do something
adj following the customs or ways of behaving that have continued in a
1020. traditional
group of people or society for a long time
1021. cross
v to go from one side of something to the other; to go across something
1022. sea
n the salt water that covers much of the Earth's surface
adj
1023. famous
known or recognized by many people
v to say, write, or do something as an answer or response
1024. reply
1025. software
n programs that you use to make a computer do different things
n a measurement that indicates how heavy a person or thing is
1026. weight
n the form or outline of an object
1027. shape
adj in every way or as much as possible
1028. completely
n a formal meeting in a court in which evidence about crimes is examined
1029. trial
1030. weather
n the air and atmosphere at a particular time and place
n organizing and arranging the operation of something, such as a
1031. administration
company
v to make something whole or able to work properly again
1032. fix
v to cause a bullet or arrow to move forward with great force from a
1033. shoot
weapon
1034. judge
n a person who has the power to make a decision in a court of law
adj completely
1035. absolutely

1036.
1037.
1038.
1039.
1040.

user
welcome
element
announce
requirement

1041. glass
1042. laughter
1043. stick
1044. difficulty
1045.
1046.
1047.
1048.
1049.
1050.

effective
survey
majority
invest
primary
generation

n
n
n
v
n
n
n
n
n
adj
n
n
v
adj
n

someone who uses a product, machine, or service
used as a friendly greeting to someone who has arrived at a place
an essential or particular part of something
to tell people about something officially or with force or confidence
something that is needed or demanded
a hard usually transparent material that is used for making windows and
other products
a chuckle or explosive vocal sound made to show happiness
a cut or broken branch or twig
causing trouble or a struggle; the quality of something that makes it
hard to do
producing a result that is desired or having an intended effect
an act of studying something to make a judgment about it
more than half of a group of people or things
to use money to earn more money
most important; most basic or essential
people born and living during about the same time

